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one of the things about backtrack that sets it apart from other penetration testing distributions is that it comes with a large number of custom tools and it comes with a live dvd. the penetration testing distribution of ubuntu is popular, but the creation of backtrack was spearheaded by the same people who created the raspberry pi. backtrack is a
linux distribution designed to protect your privacy and security. backtrack contains a large number of custom penetration tools and features, many of which are not available on any other linux distribution. so let us start the downloading process. firstly you need to open the play store and search for backtrack then click on the download button, as
you can see the details of the backtrack download in the image below, click download and wait for the download process to complete. next you need to download the downloaded file, by using the sd card reader. now you can see the backtrack downloaded file, extract it and save the extracted file to your sd card. now you will find the backtrack
downloads in the file explorer. open this downloads folder and place the backtrack.iso file there. now to make it easy for you we have provided you with the methods to mount the file in your device. as you can see the downloaded file is in the shape of an iso file so you need to mount it. as you can see in the image below, you can use the windows,
mac, linux and any other file manager to mount the.iso file. now its time to boot the backtrack. to boot the backtrack you need to insert the usb in the boot option section. then click on the f12 key, and you will see a boot menu appear. select the usb and the backtrack will boot into the live version of backtrack. once it boots into the system you can
use the backtrack just like a normal android.
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the only exception is when you choose to install backtrack as a virtual machine and you will have to set up the virtual machine as a router. if you want to have a wireless access point, then you will also need to use wpa2-psk (wpa2-personal and psk) or wpa2-enterprise (wpa2-enterprise). finally, if you plan on using backtrack as a desktop operating
system on an android, i recommend that you use the x11 server. now that you have installed backtrack 5, it's time to install the android emulator. there are many tools available for installing the android emulator. one of the easiest is the android sdk, which was made especially for developers to work on applications for the android platform. it's

possible to install this tool without root access. for those who wish to do so, the sdk is available from the android sdk manager. you can download the appropriate android version from the android sdk website. first, you will need to download the android sdk version you have. make sure that the android sdk version is compatible with the version of
the backtrack you have. insert the usb and boot from it. the boot manager will show up. install backtrack in the hard drive of the machine you are installing it in. for this tutorial, i want the iso type, so i will just click on it and start the install. the backtrack will be installed on my hard drive. i chose where to install, and the install is finished. click on the

back button to get back to the boot manager. steps to follow to download backtrack 4 backtrack 4 usb iso file. backtrack 4 is the latest release of the backtrack operating system, designed for penetration testing and ethical hacking. downloading backtrack 4 means that you can run the backtrack operating system on a pc, a usb drive, or on an sd
card. moreover, all these images are completely free of charge. 5ec8ef588b
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